
Thousands of new Work Coach vacancies
open across the UK

Employment Minister calls for those who want to make a difference in
their communities to apply now.

Thousands of new expert Work Coaches to boost support for jobseekers and
build back an even stronger economy.

From today (Thursday 10 September 2020), jobseekers across the country will
be able to apply for one of thousands of new jobcentre Work Coach vacancies
being offered by the Department for Work and Pensions, as part of its pledge
to double the number of Work Coaches to 27,000 by March 2021.

Getting Britain back to work as quickly as possible is vital, as the UK
strives to build back an even stronger and more resilient economy. Thousands
of new Work Coaches will be at the forefront of this recovery, and will be
deployed in communities across the country.

These expert Work Coaches will be trained in how to get the best out of
people and make sure they have the support they need to get back into work.

Through a rapid recruitment plan, the department will have 4,500 Work Coaches
in place by October 2020, with a further 9,000 by March next year.

Minister for Employment, Mims Davies said:

Getting Britain back into work is key to our national recovery and
our DWP Work Coaches are on the frontline of this effort – boosting
their numbers means we can build back stronger.

Our Work Coaches not only deliver financial support to millions of
claimants across the country, but take time to listen, encourage,
advise, and ensure everyone has access to the best support
available – helping those facing a tough time get back on their
feet sooner.

If you are someone who cares about your community and are keen to
take on a fresh role helping others, then you can make a real
difference by becoming a Work Coach and I want you to join our team
today.
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Work Coaches will deliver:

New flagship programmes, such as the £2 billion Kickstart scheme, a key
part of the Government’s Plan for Jobs, which puts young people
receiving benefits first in line for new, high quality, six-month roles
provided by employers from all sectors. The placements give them a wage
for the duration and the chance to build their experience and
professional networks.

Increased support for 40,000 jobseekers of all ages will also be
available through DWP’s Sector-based Work Academy Placements, which
received a £17 million funding boost this summer and will help people
learn new skills through a mixture of work experience and training.

Work Coaches will also offer vital retraining opportunities to people
looking to start a new career, as well as support for those who need to
update their skills and CV, or simply prepare for an interview.

For more information on applications and deadlines in your region, please
visit the Work Coach recruitment site.

Today’s announcement to boost the frontline comes as jobcentres across the
country continue to offer more support for jobseekers in Coronavirus-secure
offices, as part of the Government’s Plan for Jobs. While many appointments
will still be conducted virtually, jobcentres are now open for customers to
meet safely with their Work Coaches face-to-face when necessary.
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